Hello friends and new readers of the
Levy Launch.
It’s time for a
November installment of cultural
literacy and nourishment for the
hungry mind. In this letter, I’ll share
some new, exciting developments
and projects we completed, in
addition to some new articles to
stimulate development of neural
pathways in your mighty brains.
As usual, I’ll include some creative
writing submitted by students of
mine at the senior centers I teach
at: Cerritos Senior Center and
Norwalk Senior Center.
I’m
impressed with their writing and
what an honor to be published in
this prestigious letter!!!!
I’m also publishing some poetry
submitted by a few residents at
Founders House of Hope. If you’re
new to the letter, you need to know
about Founders House of Hope and
there’s a description of Founders in
this letter. Finally—there’s other
interesting reading to digest and
add enrichment to your wonderful
life. I hope you’ll enjoy the reading.

What’s up with me ----Well – I’m still teaching for
University of Redlands, where I’ve
been an adjunct for 22 years in the
undergraduate and graduate school
of business. I’m also teaching for
Cerritos College and enjoying my
assignments at the senior centers
I’ve been at for about 10 years.
Yes— this is not a mistake here—10
years. In case you’re wondering---I’ve been at Founders for 15 years.
I’m now at Founders Monday
through Friday with our wonderful
residents. We’ve got a great group of
residents
achieving
their
rehabilitation goals and working in
our
supported
employment
program. Founders represents my
fitting work and what gets me up
every morning. I don’t need a mug of
java every morning—just a warm,
inviting place with tons of friends,
positive interdependence and social
caring, What do you think?
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The Norwalk Chapter of the
Knights of Columbus will be
T
serving
a delicious meal for
our residents at Founders
on Nov. 24th Each year this
wonderful
organization
prepares a wonderful meal
in addition to providing
holiday
gifts
to
our
residents. We can’t express
how thankful we are to the
Knights of Columbus for
their thoughtfulness and
care for our residents. Our
holiday season is that much
warmer and special due to
your gracious offer of a
wonderful meal and gifts.

The
Veterans
Project Group

Legacy

I’m happy to say that a 20
minute documentary of my
A picture of the tramp from
Veterans Legacy Project group
Chaplin’s film “City Lights” which
is now available. I had a film
is in the top 10 of the American
film institute’s greatest films of all
student at the New York Film
time.
Academy shoot a short
documentary featuring one of
our Vietnam era veterans named John Adame, in addition to the other group
members. The film is titled When John Comes Home and it chronicles John’s
Vietnam experience and how his 10 year involvement in the group has been
healing and therapeutic. I will have the documentary made available
through the Launch and proceeds from it will benefit the residents at
Founders House of Hope. The veterans in the group graciously agreed to
donate funds from the sale of the documentary to the nonprofit I run at
Founders House of Hope.
The website for the Veterans Legacy Project is :
www.because-we-were-there.com

Here’s something you people need to get excited about for me ----Here

are some of my all time favorite quotes:

The best use of a life is to spend it for something that will outlast it.

OK—I was hired to t each at a new nonprofit college in El Monte called California Institute of Advanced Management. The school is in the
process of being accredited and is only offering the MBA degree. The degree program is accelerated and will take about
11 months
William
James to earn
and the tuition is only $14,000.00 The school hopes to bring over English speaking Chinese students who earned their undergraduate
that has real
and lasting
value is always
a gift
within.
degrees in business to work on their MBA. I was hired toAnything
teach organizational
behavior
and management
courses.
In from
addition,
I may be
traveling to China to guest lecture in the future. I’d really get excited at the opportunity to lecture in China.

Franz Kafka

The college was established by a Chinese entrepreneur named Minglo Shao, who is the founder and chairman of Bright China Holding Ltd.,
an investment group that operates in Los Angeles, Hong Kong and major citiesDr.
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all use when it comes to
communication skills and how to
think critically, and how to
budget your time. He also
tackles such issues such as
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our artist Arlene Gardipee

New website for my Veterans
Legacy Project Group
I want to remind everyone to visit the
new website I created for my Veterans
Legacy Project group that’s been
meeting for 10 years now at La Mirada
Activity Center on Wednesdays from
9:00-11:00.
The website is:
www.because-we-were-there.com
At your convenience, read about what
we’ve been doing lately. I also have a
piece in this letter describing what the
group’s mission and purpose is—
primarily to help veterans document
their service experience to our
wonderful country through writing
their memoir and being interviewed
with a video camera to preserve their
stories on a dvd.
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Life’s Circumstances
By Andy Knight
are created

As my lifeline expands I am becoming a man.
From my attempts at college I know I have gained great knowledge.
For it won't be long for me to gather strength and have a wife,
and have children in a house where we can build a family.
I am still young and am trying to live a full life and have as much fun.
But my timecard tells me to accomplish my goals with the strength within me.
Wherever the end comes I know I have beaten the odds against some.
Things That I Have Learned
By Yolanda Adele
student at Norwalk Senior Center
I have learned that friendships can fill voids
when family brings disappointments. I have
learned that grandchildren are God’s gift of a
second chance. I have learned from myself
that change is necessary. I have learned from
the events of September 11, 2001 that
tomorrow is not a given. I have learned from
my husband that love brings comfort. I have
learned from my cat to nap when the tasks at
hand are too trying. I have learned from my
homemaking that I don’t have excuses to be
bored. I have learned from my addiction to
chocolate that some things are out of my
control. I have learned through my writing
that I have something to say.

From now until the end I know from my pitfalls I will gradually mend.
For my strength of giving I have a lot to share with the living.
We all have a gift and if we share together we can obtain an adrenaline lift.
Steadily but surely I am coming into my own counting the days when I'll break
bread for a home.
As my hair steadily grays I am still aware and know it's o.k.
As friends come and go I know I have inner strength to keep the ones I know.
From the dire straits to the accomplishable traits there are still a lot of risks at
bay.
For it won't be long for my soul to live on.
For knowing I have taken on challenges whether right or wrong.

I want everyone to know that I’m teaching a class called Occupational Preparation at a one- stop career center called
SELACO Workforce Investment Board in Cerritos. The class meets on Tuesday and Friday from 2:00-4:00 and topics
we cover include how to interview, write an outstanding resume and cover letter and how to network effectively to
find work. The great groups of students find the class supportive and meaningful. The other services the center
provides that are free include labor market information, unemployment insurance information, access to social service
programs, career and vocational counseling, employment skills assessment and analysis, job development and
placement assistance, computer classes and veterans services.
The location of the center:
Cerritos Career Center

Phone number: (800) 481-6555

10900 East 183rd Street, Suite 392

Website: www.selaco.com

Cerritos, CA 90703

This Thing Called a Philosophy of Life
By Elie Levy, Ph.D.
Although this can be a difficult question—you must ask yourself what is your philosophy of life? One that explains good and evil, why millions
perish in the Holocaust, why genocide occurs and why there are miracles and good, virtuous people is indispensable to cultivating a happy or
unhappy life. If we reacted emotionally to all the horror and anguish people suffer in the world—we would be melancholic and unhappy for
an indefinite period of time. Tragically—there is enough suffering in the world to keep one unhappy and the injustice committed daily at the
hands of brutal regimes and dictators. In relation to our own lives, we cannot let each day’s disappointments discourage us, and by reacting
emotionally it would be difficult to recover without feeling anxious and fearful to wake up the next day. Adopting a sustaining and stable
philosophy of life inoculates us from bleeding every day in our lives—and enables us to frame disappointments in perspective—to perceive
these troubling events in light of the big picture.
You can frame your outlook on life on religion/faith if you like, or you can have a philosophy of life rooted in a secular view. The reason it is
critical to articulate your philosophy of life is because it will influence how you interpret good and bad events in your life. Your emotional
reactions to desirable and undesirable events in life are determined by what you attribute them to. So—in the end, it’s you that determines
how much distress or unhappiness an event will have on you. A philosophy of life needs to sustain you—for the long ride in the saddle and
not one you conveniently or arbitrarily create to overcome a single, distressing event. It needs to be deeply meaningful for you and enduring—
one that you consistently use to understand why events occur in your life and the world. You can define this philosophy of life as an enduring
theory that explains life’s events. If you cannot explain your philosophy of life, you will more likely find it difficult to make sense of this absurd,
seemingly meaningless world you live in. You will also be susceptible to interpreting events in a negative way that may leave you unhappy
living in this uncertain, arbitrary, subjective world.
It was Viktor Frankl, a survivor of the Nazi death camps who emphasized the role of meaning and purpose in life to sustain the will to live.
Frankl endured the agony of being a death camp prisoner and from his work, we draw how critical meaning and purpose is for contentment
in life. So—where do we draw meaning and purpose in life from? As human beings living in a democracy, we enjoy institutions and systems
of meaning available to us—from work, family, culture, relationships and religion.
Attaining Meaning and Purpose in Our Life Spheres and its Relationship to Contentment
If you can assert your work is meaningful for you, then you are fortunate to be in an environment that is fitting for you. You are in a position
that pulls for your capabilities, talents and your work values are nicely aligned with the organization that employs you. The compensation
may or may not be enough for you—but since you have meaningful work, it isn’t the most important element for you. You are content with
your occupation—whether it carries occupational prestige or not. Obviously, we are all drawn to certain occupations for different reasons.
Some of us search for work with high income and prestige—and some look for work that pays less and without prestige—but work that holds
opportunity for personal meaning. Where are you?
In terms of our personal relationships, meaning is derived when we feel valued, worthwhile and fulfilled in roles we assume. As a parent, little
is more precious than seeing your child’s innocent smile after learning how to ride his/her bicycle alone for the first time. Human beings need
self-esteem maintenance—derived from knowing they are loved, valued and indispensable to others. We need to know we belong to our
families, organizations we work for and to the world. In the big picture—we need to know we’re more than just organisms occupying space
in the world. Rather—we are organisms with substance and we belong to this world in a significant way.
A Noble, Worthwhile Endeavor: Volunteering
A way to acquire meaning and purpose in life is to dedicate time to a noble, worthwhile cause dear to your heart. To manage the pervasive
existential angst in all of us—we need to dedicate ourselves to a cause that transcends our immediate small place in the world. One can draw
meaning and purpose by dedicating time to support an agency that helps abolish world hunger or volunteering at a food bank to feed the
disenfranchised. The opportunities to engender meaning and purpose in life through dedication to a cause that makes a difference in people’s
lives are endless.
I Want You to Make Me Happy
For some individuals, happiness is something to be gained from others. In other words, individuals want to be made happy—expecting others
to purchase materials for them or to provide them with opportunities to experience happiness. These individuals undoubtedly have been
conditioned to expect happiness to be derived from external agents. I think happiness or contentment needs to be internally derived—
meaning it comes from inside of you and not an external agent acting on you to create happiness.
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A Sort of Malaise
By Elie Levy, Ph.D.
If we surveyed Americans, estimates would indicate that about 80% of us would admit we’re under stress in our lives. The
lifestyles we lead, including long commutes to work, dissatisfying jobs, anxiety and uncertainty about whether we’ll be laid off,
and concerns over our children’s welfare can overload our system. At many turns, we’re needing to manage a concern before
it becomes a crisis. Consequently, some turn to over the counter drugs to cope and relieve anxiety and worries, and the
tranquilizer Valium remains one of the most frequently prescribed medication. These are all ephemeral—quick, temporary
fixes to serious complicated problems that will only re-emerge unless we make genuine, enduring lifestyle modifications.
In addition, estimates indicate that 13 million Americans are problem drinkers. The American Medical Association estimates
that half of the revenue for medical services spent annually is due to unhealthy lifestyles. Let’s call this condition the malaise
of contemporary times. The furious pace we’re maintaining just to keep pace with societal changes can lead to exhaustion.
Invariably, we experience life as complicated, impersonal and ever-changing; not allowing us to appreciate our commitments
to family and friends. The existential vacuum we feel trapped in produces feelings of alienation and despair in a seemingly
impersonal world. The pervasive feeling of helplessness leaves us powerless and wishing to be rescued. Remember—despite
all of us experiencing stress in our daily lives, stress only becomes unbearable and a tremendous burden if you feel you have
lost control—that you cannot impact healthy, adaptive change to find meaning, fulfillment and purpose in life.
The confusion we experience may result from our conflicts around what we really want out of life. If what you’re after is guided
by society’s prescribed values— the big house, a European luxury car and magnificent vacations every year; and you’ve had
an epiphany; a breakthrough experience that’s illuminated your misguided direction in life, then get back in the saddle with
your compass and head in a different direction. You must realize that society often prescribes values and achievements for
us—and that unless you stop, regroup and ask yourself if pursuing these societal values adds meaning and purpose in your
life, you’ll be achieving for others and not necessarily you. You need to achieve and live for you—not society or your employer.
Asking the Ultimate Question: What is my Purpose in Life?
What is the purpose of your life? You can begin by asking yourself what are the values that drive your life? By doing so—you’ll
see that values such as integrity, trustworthinesss, honesty, responsibility, spirituality and kindness will touch the lives of
others in meaningful ways and, in part fulfill your pursuit of purpose in life. You then assert the purpose of your life is to be an
outstanding performer at work by being honest, responsible and doing your job with integrity. Others around you will benefit
from your honest work—they will feel more satisfied working with you.
In short—all of us want to lead value driven lives. However, some of us are so consumed with work, pacing furiously to get
ahead, raising healthy kids and managing our schedules that we don’t stop and ask those compelling questions. We spin and
spin—not stopping to hydrate with a replenishing drink, and renewing our systems. Underneath, a lingering sense of futility
and disillusionment pervades your outlook on life and it causes you to be confused about where you’re going. You painfully
realize there’s a large gap between what you expect in life and what you actually have. A moment of such insight is invaluable,
and it should compel you to ask the ultimate question: Is this all there is to my life? Ideally—you stop spinning, hydrate and
before getting back in the saddle of your bicycle, you re-evaluate your expectations, short/long term goals and purpose in life.
The value in experiencing such an epiphany is that it promotes genuine, lasting lifestyle changes—the kind that generates
more moments of happiness, contentment and meaning in life.
However, regardless of how much self-direction and self-determination you exercise in America, making it in this great country
isn’t easy. Many of us are uncertain about our jobs, the rising interest rate, terrorism, our children’s performance, the cost of
gas and crime. In short, uncertainty and chronic exposure to these sources of stress keeps us vigilant—and for some, produces
feelings of helplessness. In it’s most extreme, one can experience degrees of loss of control in life accompanied by the more
serious existential questions like:
1. What am I doing with my life?

2. Is this life I’m leading really fulfilling for me?

However, r
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3. What is my darn purpose in life?

4. Am I out of control?

1. What am

Who will I become if I keep heading this way?
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